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Identified Arcturus in Bootes, Leo, Jupiter? In Virgo almost 
bisecting northern angle in Leo triangle.
Calculated Jupiters opposition time: March 17 approx. Denis 
and I calculated Parsec.
Rechecked calculations: Opposition time March 17. Positive that object is Jupiter. Night: Found Regulus, Sirius, Procyon, 
Pollux, Spica, Corvus, tail of Draco.
Saw Bootes clearly, Corona, Canes/ Venatici, Libra?
Located Capella, Vega, Deneb, Altair.Observed my first double: Alcor & Mizar with Binoculars. Also 
looked at Moon with binoculars but saw nothing. Located Cygnus. 
Observed Mizar/Alcor with binoculars. Alcor to North-East of 
Mizar. Can now see two stars without binoculars. Took 3 shots 
on Tri-X f/3.5. 1. Moon. 2. Moonlit clouds. 3. Jupiter through 
clouds. Last exposure about 2-3 minutes. Unable to resolve 
disk of Jupiter with binoculars. Lunar eclipse tomorrow at 
5:32-6:52. Hope to observe after school. Sent for Edmund catalog 
on May 1. Has not yet arrived.
Moon rose too late for eclipse observation. Times given above 
are E.S.T. 2nd time incorrect. Totality 1hr.20min. I/forgot 
times before and after totality.
Identified two stars of Libra. Tried to find Antares in Scorpius. 
Thought I had it but was wrong colour and did not fit properly 
in constellation. Then with binoculars discovered Antares was 
dimmer star to west. Therefore I believe that the first star 
is a planet. Only possible choice is Saturn.
Observed Corona Borealis with binoculars. Can see much more 
than with naked eye. No sign of catalog.
Catalog arrived this morning. Have decided on 4¼" reflector 
at$74.50.

JUNE
3 Sent for scope today. Also ordered simple lens kit and ’Fun 

with Optics!. Total: $76. Denis says rings of Saturn visible 
to naked eye at Bruno.Sent for Unitron catalog today. No word from Edmund on scope. 

11 11 Split Epsilon Lyrae into its two major components with 6x30s.
12. 15 Identified ,Hercules, Cepheus, Serpens, Cassiopaea. Located

Ring Nebula in Lyra. No sign of it. 
19 Mo sign of telescope yet.

13 26 Found Head of Draco.

JULY
14 4 Telescope arrived this morning. Tested it this evening. Observe

moon with all magnifications; Saturn with 90X; Epsilon Lyrae a 
Mixar-Alcor before sky clouded over. Only difficulties are 
that locking knobs don’t lock and finder won’t stay aligned. 
40X eyepiece is excellent, Barlow lens works well, but 90X 
seems to be scratched. Mirror, mirror mount, and eyepiece holder are excellent.



1957
JULY (cont.)  
19 6 Weir: Observed moon and identified Copernicus. I think I saw

Titan to the south of Saturn, identified Jupiter with two moons 
to the west, one to the east. Seeing: Fair to good but cloudy.

16 7 Montreal: On further observation I am relatively sure that I
can see Titan. 90X seems to be best for Saturn. Observed Tycho 
and identified Plato and Alps on moon. Tried to split Antares, 
Epsilon Bootis, Vega without success. Split Zeta Lyrae easily. 
Split Beta Lyrae into two unidentified components. 270X is
useless on 4¼ " mirror. Seeing: Fair to good.

17 16 Montreal: Split Beta Cygni (Albireo) with 40X. Located Ophiuchus,
Sagittarius. Serpens Cauda, Aquila. Seeing: Good.

18 17 Montreal: Titan now to North-East of Saturn. Tried to split
11 Aquilae without success. Located M22?in Sagittarius; it 
appears as a hazy patch of dim light. Seeing: good.

AUGUST
19 2 Montreal: 2nd Edmund order arrived today.

Weir: Tested 6mm eyepiece. It is excellent. Split Mizar. Seeing: Good.
20 3 Weir: Observed Venus in gibbous state near sun. Jupiter now

too close to sun for observation of moons. Saw Caucasus Mts.
very well on moon with 6mm. Split Alpha Cassiopaea with 6mm 
(necessary because B is only 9th mag.). Failed to split Eta 
Cassiopaea for unknown reason. Seeing: Fair.

4 Weir: Designed post mount, 32mm cradle and 42mm eyepiece holder.5 Montreal: Mounted 32mm in cell and laid out optical plan.
21 6 Montreal: Got Reynolds Wrap for tube covering. Planned tube

lengths. Observed bright meteor to south-west at 8:18 P.M.
E.D.T. Extremely Bright with trail about about 5° long lasting for about 5 secs. No sound. Probably a Perseid but no stars visible to get direction.

22  10 Montreal: Observed meteors from 10 to 10:15 P.M. Saw two: Latter was at about 10:10 and very bright.
23 12 Montreal: Observed meteors from 10 to 10:30 P.M. Saw two:

1st in Scorpius from Saturn to Antares. 2nd from Albireo (Beta
Cygni) to northern wing tip of Aquila. Identified Delphinus.

24 16 Weir: Discovered comet directly south of Ursa Major. Observed
with binoculars, finder, telescope. Shown best with finder but head clear with 40X.

25 19 Montreal: Identified Sagitta, Pegasus, Andromeda. Auriga.Pleiades with binoculars.
20 Montreal: Comet is 1957-D according to tonights star. (See

clipping.) 
SEPTEMBER
17 Montreal: Identified Fomalhaut, M31 with binoculars.

27 18 Montreal: At 6 A.M. E.D.T. identified Sirius, Rigel, Betelgeuse, Belt of Orion, Procyon. 
28 19 Montreal: At 5 A.M. identified Sword of Orion, Gemini, Cancer.

30 Montreal: Photographed sun with H-8/36mm: f/22 at 64 fps.
P Photographed Moon with H-8/36mm: F/2.8 at 8, 16, 24, 32, 64

fps. Tested 30mm telescope. Performs well with 28mm but image 
is only fair with 12.5mm. Observed M31 with 40X. Appears as bright hazy patch of elliptical shape.



All entries Montreal unless otherwise noted in red.
1957 
OCTOBER
3 Redesigned Weir post mount. Designed mounting for setting 

circles.
4 Painted parts of 30 mm. Russians announced launching of Space 

satellite.
31 5 ’Flat’ black paint has high surface gloss. Tonight I joined

the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada for $2.50 (half year). 
Very impressed with their 6½" refractor with drive clock etc.
They also have several other telescopes which they use on 
clear nights on field. Looked at moon through 6½ " and, although 
sky was very hazy, image was very good. I will get my Observer's 
Handbook when I go next time as librarian was not there and 
Mr. DeKinder could not find a copy. Borrowed copies of July 
'Sky and Telescope' and January-June 'Strolling Astronomer'.
Also got copy of 'Skywards'.I Am interested in lunar charting as described in 'Skywards'.
Comet 1957d is called Mrkos after discoverer.

12 Another comet sighted at Palomar in early morning. Looked 
at Gamma Andromedae, Perseus cluster, M31, Epsilon Lyrae,
Albireo through 6½" refractor. Must look at Perseus and Andromeda 
with 4¼”. Others appear same except that Epsilon Lyrae shows 
4 stars. Joined I. G. Y. Aurora Program.

33 13 Weir: Observed aurora from 20:15 to 21:45 E.D.T. with 6 reports.
34 14 Weir: Observed sunspots with 2" image projected by 30 mm.

'scope with 28 mm. eyepiece. Counted 14 at 14:00 E.D.T. X19 Today I paid $2.50 more to carry me through to next October.
I got my 'Sky and Telescope' lunar Map and my blank lunar
chart. I met a Mr. Lunn who is also a new member and who purchased
a new model of my 4¼ " reflector a week ago. This has chains
on the legs and telescope tube bolted to cradle.

20 Observed what may have been Sputnik at 7:05 p.m. E.D.T. moving
South towards horizon but it was probably a meteor. On 'Close 
Up', Willy Ley predicted that Russia will probably crash a 
rocket on the moon on November 7. 

24 Attended annual meeting and was voted a member. Dr. Morris
agrees with Ley's prediction because of lunar eclipse on Nov.
7.

36  26 Started lunar map.and observed Earthshine.
30 Ordered 12.5 and 9 mm oculars and 1¼" adapter bushing from

Harrison's. Also looked at Polarex telescopes which are identical 
to Unitrons and are made in Japan.

31 Designed objective cell and stops for 40 mm 'scope. Observed
occultation of fairly dim star at 17:31½ E.S.T. Star must 

3 7 be less that 5.0 magnitude as it is not in Observer's Handbook
table. Observed Venus in Hhalf moon' stage. Observed moon 
at all powers. Image extremely sharp at 191x. Pleiades are 
breathtaking at 41x.but really need lower power and wider 
field. Observed Orion nebula with all powers. Extremely beautiful 
at 41x. Higher powers only serve to reveal details of the 'Trapezium'. Seeing: Very good.



1957
NOVEMBER1 Put screw in finder mount to stop play. Installed wire mesh 

light trap.2 Designed mount for 50mm Huygens eyepiece made from Edmund 
simple lens kit. At R.A.S.C. joined Messier Club and got copy 
of ’Norton’s Star Atlas’ and Messier Catalogue. Miss Williamson 
says that 3 essentials for observing are ’Norton’s Star Atlas’, 
’R.A.S.C. Observer's Handbook’, and ’Field Book of the Skies’.
Mr. Lunn has mounted slow motions and has taken some surprisingly 
good pictures of the moon.

3 Underlined all Messier objects in red in atlas except for 
nos. 43, 47, 102, 104-109, which are not plotted. Russians 
announced launching of Sputnik II carrying Eskimo dog.

38 6 Built 50mm Huygens eyepiece. Went to observatory for lunar 
and Messier work but found reporter and photographer from 
the Gazette, reporter from the Star, and three people from 
the CFCF news bureau complete with mobile unit and walkie- 
talkie. Stayed until 23:50 E.S.T. watching for Russian’s moon 
rocket through impossible haze.

7 Russian's didn't come through but we got a photograph in the 
Gazette and a story in the Star.

9 Tonight Dr. Morris talked on Jupiter and showed drawings he 
made last spring with 6" reflector at 200x.

10 For the first time in almost a week and a half the skies cleared. 
Triangulum and Andromeda too close to zenith for observation. 
Tried to find M74 in Pisces but sky was too bright. Observed 
M42 but unable to see M43 for same reason. Seeing: Fair but 
rather chilly (22°)

12 Observed M32 and tentatively identified M32.
14 Attended Dr. Millman's lecture at McGill.
16 Mr. DeKinder says that he was not impressed with Questar.

Mr. Lunn has taken more pictures of the moon. These are sharper than previous ones. I payed $1 for 4 elementary lectures.
After meeting Mr. Lunn showed me his telescope. Has chains 
at bottoms of tripod legs, felt in finder mount, name plate, 
bolts to hold ’scope to cradle, otherwise identical right  
down to extra holes in tube. His slow motions are beautifully installed. Lent him Unitron catalogue.41 18 Got 9mm Huygens Polarex eyepiece from Harrison. Tested it
on Gamma Arietis. Appears to be quite good.

20 Went to observatory for Messier Club. Used 4” Zeiss refractor
to try to find M57, 27, 15, 38 but clouds prevented this.
Pleides very good with low power. Looked at M42 through 6".
Forgot Atlas and Messier Catalog at observatory.

23 Received Lunar Crescent Sets today.
24 Observed Venus having slight crescent appearance. Dropped 

lunar map and flashlight from porch with no ill effects. Am 
almost sure of M32.

25 Received customs declarations from Jaegers. They wanted to 
know whether I wanted tubing sent by Railway Express collect.
I wrote them telling them to do so. Stapled lunar map to board.

26 After a long spell of bad weather I really made up for lost 
time tonight. Observed 19 lunar craters. Located M34 and double 
cluster in Perseus. Recorded my second auroral display with
11 reports from 21:00 to 22:20 E.S.T . Also observed M42 but 
was unsure about M43, tried unsuccessfully to split Gamma 
Andromeda. Seeing: good. Temperature: 10°.

43

44



1957
NOVEMBER, (cont.)
27 Inquired about appearance of M42-43. Miss Williamson says 

that there is a rift between the two which is only visible 
under good seeing conditions.

29 Received customs notice for Moon Sets. At noon, Jaegers order 
arrived duty free. All items are apparently in good condition. 
Tube will have to be cut to 44” length when it arrives.

30 Got Unitron Satalog back from Mr. Lunn. Everyone is interested 
in Star Map in the December, 1957, issue of the ’National 
Geographic’. David Sands says that he joined National Geographic 
Society just by writing for information. Mr. Lunn says that 
customs valued Moon Sets at $14 and tried to put 30%duty on them.








































































































